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by the name Gurjara Bhumi. In A.C, 1222 Gurjara Desa
extended up to Dabhoi on the north bank of the Narmada.
In A.C. 1384 the author of Karmavipcikasamgraha includes
in Gujarata, Nandoda on the south bank of that river. The
whole of Lata up to Damanaganga became part of Gujarata
in c. A.C. 1400. The Sultans of Ahmedabad consolidated
their kingdom under the name of Gujarata, thus demarcat-
ing it from the surrounding parts which they could not
conquer. This gave the kingdom a name and solidarity,
and to the people a life different from that of their neigh-
bours.
Kathiavada was originally the Kusavrata of the myths,
and subsequently came to be known as Surashtra or Saur-
ashtra. The latter name still clings to one of its parts
which is called Sorath. In some of the Puranas, it is in-
cluded in Anartta. Under the Calukyas it was some-
times included in Gurjara Bhumi, as is clear from the
definition ^: ^fcrsTfc. Akbar included it, together with
North and South Gujarata, in his province of Gujarata; and
all the three provinces have since formed one indissoluble
social and cultural unit.
Kaccha has always been known by that name and,
though politically separate, its fortunes have invariably
been linked with those of Gujarata.
Thana, Salsette and Bombay, together with Lata, were
one country till c. A. C. 900; and though they'formed
part of the Sultanate of Gujarata for a short time only,
the Gujarati speaking races continued to occupy them.
During the British period, the Gujaratis have, by their
intelligence and enterprize, their wealth and culture, made
many parts of this tract integral parts of Gujarata.
II
The area of Gujarata proper is a little over 100,000 sq.
miles, and the number of people speaking Gujarati in the
Presidency of Bombay is about 9,270,000, distributed in the
following manner: City of Bombay 236,000; Bombay
Suburban Division and Districts 22,000; Northern Division
2,747,000; Central Division 72,000; Southern Division
20,000; Sindha 76,000; Bombay States and Agencies

